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Abstract. Cybersecurity is changing rapidly as strategies based on secrets are
losing traction on the massively interconnected and distributed Internet. This
article explores emerging roles for education of cybersecurity professionals and
cyber citizens and other new approaches to enhancing security. The article
suggests 13 sources of insecurity that prompt new security perspectives, and how
each offers an invitation to improve cybersecurity education and operations.
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1 Introduction

This paper provides a structured discussion of the cybersecurity implications of the
following 13 discreet causes and artifacts of the erosion of secrecy online, and invites
responsive innovation by cybersecurity educators and professionals:

1. Death of Secrecy
2. Distributed Information Architectures Blind Hierarchical Organizations
3. The Sovereignty of Complexity
4. Socio-Technical Systems Force Non-Technical Variables Into System Design
5. Information Democratization Collapses Scale and Alters Security Paradigms
6. Data Is a “Dual Use” Technology
7. People are “Data Producers”
8. Big Data Insights Invert (and Re-invent?) Critical Analysis
9. “Synthetic Intelligence” Is a Counterforce to AI

10. The Internet is Privately-Owned/Operated Commercial Space, Not a Public Park
11. Data Is Not Information
12. Power Laws In Bureaucracies Make Security-By-Secrecy Un-Economic
13. AAA Risks Threaten Information Systems
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Following this Introduction in Sect. 1, Sect. 2 sets forth the 13 issues as security
problems, outlines their relationship to the erosion of secrecy, and posits emerging
challenges for cybersecurity professionals and educators relating to each of the issues.
In Sect. 3, the 13 issues are explored as sources of security system design solutions, and
of “workforce ready”-oriented curriculum for security in a post-secrecy world.

2 Problem Statement

Cybersecurity practice and education are struggling, privacy is waning, institutions are
losing control of data, individuals feel threatened, and anxiety is running high. A signif‐
icant cause of these challenges are the artifacts of the habitual application of yesterday’s
“secrecy-based” security strategies in today’s post-secrecy world, and the measurement
of system performance against those out-of-date strategies. The transition to post-
secrecy security is here explored through 13 different perspectives to help inform future
cybersecurity operational and educational approaches. These perspectives are drawn
from emerging risk vectors, many of which have not yet been addressed in cybersecurity
strategies, operations or curriculum. For each of the 13 perspectives, the authors present:

1. A statement of the issue,
2. An explanation of the issue,
3. An example or description of context, and
4. Notes on impacts of the issue upon cybersecurity analysis, strategy, and education.

2.1 Death of Secrecy

Statement of the Issue. Secrecy died with the rise of the “insight-on-demand” utility
we call the Internet. Insight and intrusion are two opposite ends of the information arbi‐
trage formula. With every new insight, the level of collective intrusion deepens; and
secrecy further recedes. We all seek greater insight, and tolerate intrusions on others to
gain that insight; however, none of us wants to tolerate intrusions on ourselves for the
benefit of others. Internet services have not yet offered a choice. Government derives
information by legal compulsion; commercial services require information as a pre-
condition for service delivery; insight advances and secrecy erodes.

Explanation of Issue. The effectiveness cybersecurity approaches that depend on
secrecy is diminished in a highly distributed, massively interconnected and inter-medi‐
ated Internet, operated and used by billions of parties who are all simultaneously
engaging in a collective quest for insight. Online secrecy is dead and we all killed it.
Further, network security strategies built on secrecy fail to address the sources of system
insecurity (i.e., accidents, acts of nature) that are aggravated by secrecy.

Example. Myriad data breaches, news leaks, forwarded emails, insider trades and other
unplanned releases of data daily in the news illustrate online secrecy’s demise.
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Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. The “death of secrecy”
concept is offered as an observation, not a suggestion that secrecy-based strategies be
abandoned. In the “arms race” of secrecy-as-a-strategy for limiting unauthorized access
to data and systems, efforts to maintain secrecy (and enforcement, etc.) help serve to
raise the cost of unauthorized access. We should keep working to improve secrecy
protections (like cryptography, etc.) to discourage attacks, but should also recognize that
secrecyis proving to be a false hope, and that attacks are just one set of causes of cyber-
insecurity (See “AAA Risks” below).

2.2 Distributed Information Architectures Blind Hierarchical Organizations

Statement of the Issue. Distributed information architectures turn secrecy on its head,
rendering hierarchical governance mechanisms (which depend on centralized informa‐
tion flows) blind and ungovernable.

Explanation of Issue. Nearly all human organizations rely on hierarchical governance
(and corresponding centralized information flows and decision making), and are
rendered blind (and ungovernable) when their institutional communications migrate to
distributed information networks. In his work for the RAND Corporation, Paul Baran
described a distributed communication system that could resist nuclear attack. His
design eliminated a single point of failure. That architecture was applied in building the
Internet where that same quality results in a distributed system that resists central control.
Where organizations depend on centralized communications for hierarchical decision-
making, their migration to the Internet renders them operationally blind.

Example. In Paul Baran’s diagrams imagine that each of the dots represents an
employee terminal (node) of Company X. Imagine the lines between the dots (edges)
to be communications among the employees. In the left-most “centralized” network
diagram, all emails pass through a single server on their way to other employees. A CEO
can “tap in” to the discussion through the single, central email server. Now imagine
those same employees talking about the same issue, but they move the discussion to
their personal social network accounts (reflected in the right hand diagram labeled
“distributed”). The CEO cannot “tap into” the discussion to inform decision-making,
and is effectively blind.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Traditional cyberse‐
curity “controls” are evaporating as Perimeter 1.0 (i.e., the measurable-performance
edge of the technical elements of the organization operating system that enabled the
measurements of control including secrecy) give way to Perimeter 2.0 (the currently-
un-measurable edge of the behaviors of people and institutions on which an organization
relies). The Internet rendered hierarchical institutions blind. In a sense, distributed
architectures can “hide in plain sight” from hierarchical control structures that depend
on centralized information flows. Better cyber education allows for less direct supervi‐
sion of employees, and empowers neighborhood watch to emerge among citizens.
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2.3 The Sovereignty of Complexity

Statement of the Issue. Information network complexity yields unpredictable system
behaviors that confound traditional cyber-risk-mitigation strategies based on historical
experience and trends, and make it difficult to teach cybersecurity.

Explanation of Issue. Mathematically complex systems display non-linear behaviors
that cannot be fully predicted based on data about prior system performance. This frus‐
trates traditional approaches to education, training and operations that apply prior expe‐
rience to guide preparation for future system performance.

Example. The continuing stream of zero-day exploits is an artifact and cause of system
complexity. Other domains (e.g., financial market crises, earthquakes, hurricanes)
provide examples of harm from non-linear behaviors of complex systems.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Cybersecurity practice
and teaching focused exclusively on past threats and vulnerabilities will not fully prepare
cybersecurity professionals and cyber-citizens/consumers to be able to mitigate future
risks. Organizations relying on “normal distribution” models to apply historical data to
predict future risks will be surprised by non-linear system behaviors.

2.4 Socio-Technical Systems Force Non-technical Variables into Design

Statement of the Issue. The reliability and predictability of information network
performance depends upon the reliability of behaviors of both technologies and people/
institutions that together comprise those networks. Strategies focusing only on security
technology, without attention to the hybrid “socio-technical” nature of information
systems, will fail to address all of the variables that can make them insecure.

Explanation of Issue. Humans have always posed a systems-engineering problem. As
biological organisms with socio-psychological behavior patterns, we don’t parameterize
easily. The same is true of human institutions which reflect, and sometimes magnify,
human traits. There are myriad implications of this expanded analysis, e.g., (i) humans
and institutions are “informed” when they consume data, creating valuable information;
(ii) in the cybersecurity context, data networks are technology networks, while infor‐
mation networks are hybrid-technology-and-people/institutional networks (see Sect. 2.6
below); (iii) wholly apart from their role as system “users,” people and institutions are
also the source of data as the “feedstock” of information networks (See Sect. 2.7 below),
and (iv) are also system “operators,” (since each has greater access and ability to transfer
that information than ever before). The behaviors of people and institutions in these
fourroles affects cybersecurity performance and analysis.

Example. Human and institutional behaviors (such as phishing, password sharing,
equipment loss, etc.), are a significant cause of data breaches and cybersecurity risks.
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Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Cybersecurity grew
from its technical roots in such domains as computer science and engineering. Cyber‐
security education and strategies, and CIOs and CTOs backgrounds–still reflect these
roots. Technical perspectives are necessary, but not sufficient, for achieving compre‐
hensive cybersecurity in an Internet-dependent world where non-technical elements
(such as human psychology, market economics, workplace relations, global politics,
regulatory requirements, military strategy, and social trends, etc.) affect performance.

2.5 Information Democratization Collapses Scale, Alters Security Paradigms

Statement of the Issue. The growth of Internet access has progressively democratized
information, rendering prior cybersecurity strategies based on maintaining large-scale
secrecy too costly and obsolete. Institutions dependent on security through secrecy are
witnessing erosion of their power and authority.

Explanation of Issue. All existing institutions (political, commercial, and social) are
artifacts of solutions to yesterday’s problems, and were built to help leverage and de-
risk interactions at the scale of risk that was relevant at their formation. Traditional
cybersecurity strategies based on the ability to maintain secrets across large scale organ‐
izations has been undermined by rapid advances in communications power and data
access for individuals at all levels of information networks. As power migrates to
different scales, some institutional solutions become less relevant to their stakeholders.
Historical organizations perceive these changes as the “collapse of scale.”

Example. Examples of institutional displacement from scale collapse include the exis‐
tential challenges currently faced buy news organizations and library systems, online
auctions that enable global “flea markets.” The democratizing information network of
libraries was itself dis-intermediated by even-more-ubiquitous mobile devices.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Risks change as scale
changes, and risk mitigation strategies at one scale can have negative security conse‐
quences at other scales. To encourage “distributed” structures of security, sensitivity to
inter-scale impact is important. For example, at larger scales, governance depends on
standards, abstractions, and measurement. At smaller scales, those “abstractions” and
“standards” are frequently a poor-fit with individual and local needs, yielding a form of
“violence of scale” to affected parties. Examples include the standards and rules that are
applied to run large scale systems such as telco networks or credit card systems, both of
which carry the burden of dealing with many customer complaints that arise from their
inability to customize services in a quest for the cost reductions and leverage of scale.

2.6 Data is “Dual-Use” Technology

Statement of the Issue. Data can be used for both good and ill. Cybersecurity strategies
that seek to constrain data flow in an effort to prevent bad uses will be undermined by
the desire of stakeholders to access the data for good purposes.
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Explanation of Issue. A single datum can be used serially, for both good and bad
purposes by different data users (See Sect. 2.11). Pervasive reliance on data flow
constraints (aka “secrecy”) as a “best practice” for preventing bad uses may have the
unintended consequence of stultifying good uses. Also, many uses of data will be
perceived as “good” or “bad” depending on the parties’ perspective in a given interac‐
tion. This is a consequence of the nature of information arbitrage - a single data use that
is “good” for one party may be “bad” for another. Secrecy is about maintaining infor‐
mation differentials. How might post-secrecy trust frameworks protect against bad uses
without dampening good uses?

Example. There are many technologies that have both good and bad uses including
firearms, nuclear power, pharmaceuticals, explosives. These “dual use” technologies
can provide guidance on programs for cybersecurity.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Since data can be used
for good or ill, cybersecurity strategies based on pre-limiting use (aka “secrecy”) will
be strained by market and social factors. “Neighborhood watch”-based strategies might
helpfully monitor distributed use. Education programs should provide tools forcyber
professionals and cyber citizens to engage with such ethical use issues.

2.7 People are “Data Producers”

Statement of the Issue. Individual humans are the producers of significant valuable
data that is the “feedstock” of many information markets and government applications;
however, the absence of a broadly recognized and user-centric analytical and institu‐
tional structure for this production activity has the result of undermining individual
interests, destabilizing data supplies, and creating harms such as privacy intrusions to
people, and risks to institutions that depend on such data.

Explanation of Issue. As they say in politics “If you are not at the table, you are on
the menu.” The same could be said of humans as “data producers” absented from the
networked information rights negotiating “table.” In fact, there is no “table” in the
absence of a broadly recognized conceptual, legal, economic, or social construction that
recognizes people as “data producers.” Efforts to stabilize the rights and responsibilities
of people in data systems are denied the traction of a more formalized structure. This
lack of structure is bad for both individual data subjects and for data users, since it results
in a defensive posture for privacy and other individual rights, inconsistency of data rights
feedstock for users, inability to achieve rights clearances in B2B data transfers, and a
default of practices to the narrower goals of commercial online service provider terms
of service. Consent is not equivalent to negotiation.

Example. An online book purchaser is the “consumer” of the book. When that book
purchaser provides data to the seller (including shipping address, payment card infor‐
mation, etc.), the book “consumer” is also a data “producer.”
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Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. The absence of frame‐
works that validate the role of individual data producers enables undesirable relationship
dynamics that negatively affect the value of that data-in-use to the detriment of all parties,
particularly in the extended secondary information supply chains of “big data.” Tradi‐
tional cybersecurity education (and FIPPs-based regulation) treats consumer and citizen
data paternalistically, reflecting last century’s dependence upon secrecy – a laudable
goal that can nonetheless be contrary to individual interests.

2.8 Big Data Insights Invert (and Re-invent?) Critical Analysis

Statement of the Issue. Correlation does not equal causation. Nonetheless, big data
analysis yields many correlations that attract attention and tempt decision-making,
producing a secondary source of governance risk.

Explanation of Issue. Mark Twain quoted UK Prime Minister Disraeli as saying that
there are three kinds of lies “lies, damn lies and statistics.” The exponential increases in
global ability to collect, process and transfer data provides us with huge amounts of data.
Unfortunately, our ability to generate data correlations vastly exceeds our ability to
investigate their underlying value as decision-making fodder. The perceived benefits of
raw insight overwhelm our senses, appealing to our instincts which can overwhelm
critical thinking.

Example. Correlations are rampant in the news and in organizational decision-making.
In legal contexts, they are subject to limitation as “circumstantial evidence.” Climate
change policy (not scientific) debates pivot on causation-versus-correlation.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Big data systems are
new metrics “fire hoses” that produce vast amounts of data. That data deluge presents
multiple challenges for cybersecurity professionals and cyber citizens, including how
to interpret relationships among that data in risk analysis. There is distinction between
causal and correlative relationships, and each may inform risk mitigation analysis.

2.9 “Synthetic Intelligence” Is a Counterforce to AI

Statement of the Issue. Both “Artificial Intelligence” and “Synthetic Intelligence” are
forms of non-human thinking the application of which has the potential to threaten
human-led sovereignty over human affairs. AI is the source of growing governance fears
and existential angst. “SI” describes systems that incorporate and “synthesize” infor‐
mation from multiple sources at scales that are not fully perceptible to humans, and
therefore beyond their direct control. SI can be structured to include human needs as a
check on potential AI excesses.

Explanation of Issue. AI is feared due to the possibility that AI systems will apply
data to gain and apply insights beyond those requested or understood by humans.
Knowledge equals power. AI concerns obscure attention to another related form of
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intelligence, “synthetic intelligence,” that is just as potentially detrimental to individual
human interests, but might also be recruited to constrain AI excesses. SI is enabled in
those systems where people and institutions are joined together by shared rules, norms,
goals, language, etc. in units which each display “intelligence” beyond the individual
units. SI, as manifested in organizational syntheses of information for decision-making,
can strip individuals of discretion (even while providing them a measure of risk reduction
and leverage) and threatens notions of participatory engagement.

Example. SI systems include markets, supply chains, commercial and government
organizations, and other “hyper-objects” [3], and other structures where insight is
derived by multiple parties in excess of that available to any one party.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. AI anxiety is focused
on technology. SI attention is focused on technology and people/institutions. Cyberse‐
curity strategies being proposed to deal with AI challenges should also start to deal with
SI problems, such as the information arbitrage disadvantage of individual stakeholders
when dealing with large institutions that enjoy multiple information inputs. AI “control”
strategies can also consider SI tools for “neighborhood watch.”

2.10 The Internet Is a Privately-Owned/Operated Commercial Space

Statement of the Issue. Cyberspace is mostly owned and operated by commercial
organizations, which influences decision-making about its processes, rules and content.
Users, cybersecurity professionals and educators who don’t comprehend the implica‐
tions of this commercial omnipresence will find their expectations unmet, resulting in
insecurity and a loss of trust.

Explanation of Issue. State law provides that corporations are organized for profit.
The Internet is mostly privately owned and operated by corporations, with the result that
much of what happens online is affected by monetization goals. Where online moneti‐
zation goals are inconsistent with other goals (such as security, privacy, social justice,
etc.), there is little “public” process infrastructure to support the consideration of those
alternative goals. This creates an “agenda gap” paradox on the Internet similar to that
affecting other critical infrastructure, i.e., system management and investment decisions
driven by profit-enhancement do not always align with social goals.

Example. Decisions motivated by commercial concerns can manifest in harms to indi‐
viduals and entities in many markets. Examples include environmental accidents from
lax maintenance, and the many schemes described in FTC enforcement actions.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Private commercial
interests that host and support individual online activity derive value from insights
gleaned from data and metadata that traverses the Internet. Each intermediation invites
the opportunity for a party to extract value as the data passes by. In the absence of a
structure of managed constraints on that activity, each insight is a potential intrusion,
and each intrusion is a potential cybersecurity issue. Also, investment in cybersecurity
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is driven by budgetary considerations supporting profit goals. Cybersecurity risks, like
other critical infrastructure failures, often manifest in this “agenda gap.”

2.11 Data is not Information

Statement of the Issue. The failure to distinguish “data” from “information” results in
incomplete cybersecurity analysis and ineffective strategy and education/training.

Explanation of Issue. Data and information are different. Information is created when
a party brings meaning to data in the course of its use. Data plus meaning creates infor‐
mation. The failure to recognize this difference raises paradoxes that undermine cyber‐
security awareness, strategy and education.

Example. During flu season Alice and Bob post updates about their “sniffles” in an
online social network. The network stores the communication as data with no value to
the network until it is used. The network provides the data to a retailer, which is
“informed” about the sniffles, and ships tissues to its stores located near Alice and Bob.
The data, plus the meaning of that data to the retailer, creates valuable “information”
for which the network charges the retailer, achieving 1× data leverage. The network
then makes the same data available to a tissue manufacturer. The manufacturer is
“informed” about the sniffles, infers a consumer need, and sends discount coupons to
Alice and Bob. That is 2× leverage. The network then provides the data to the Center
for Disease Control, which is “informed” about the sniffles, and makes an inference
about a potential pandemic flu outbreak. That is 3× leverage (non-monetary value in the
CDC case). One datum – three separate uses creating valuable information.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Cybersecurity is diffi‐
cult to learn and practice, and is made more difficult by ambiguity about what it is that
cybersecurity is seeking to protect. Much of the focus of traditional cybersecurity educa‐
tion and practice was on maintaining the secrecy of data, with less regard to its value as
information. Some data are more valuable as information than other data. Scarce
resources force informed triage of protection of “data” vs. “information.”

2.12 Power Laws in Bureaucracies Make Security-by-Secrecy Un-Economic

Statement of the Issue. The range of interactions that take place over the Internet (and
their risks) has increased exponentially. The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to
continue that torrid rate of increase. Where the functional interactive “surface” of an
organization increases less quickly than the costly/risky bureaucratic interaction “inte‐
rior,” the strain of that difference can sap organizational efficacy, and undermine efforts
to regulate/mitigate risk for stakeholders dependent on the system.

Explanation of Issue. Like an expanding balloon, the functional surface of any system
increases less quickly than the volume of the interior that supports it. Distributed infor‐
mation networks supported by ICT technologies made massively interoperable by
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standards, present a potential attack surface that includes its entire “volume” of bureau‐
cratic interactions. The cost of maintaining security of this massive and growing volume
of interactions can only be sustained an equally productive (and growing) functional
surface of the bureaucracy. Unfortunately, bureaucracies typically fail to maintain such
surface-to-volume growth parity.

Example. Many organizations become challenged by bloated bureaucracies that have
grown beyond usefulness compared to their cost. Outsourcing is evidence.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Cybersecurity based
on maintaining secrets (i.e. passwords, crypto codes, confidentiality) needs to plug every
possible leak in every interaction, since any weak security link breaks the chain.
Unfortunately, as the volume of interactions increases exponentially, so too does the
cybersecurity risk. Since budgets allocated to security do not increase exponentially,
there is a quickly-widening gap. How can any company maintain the secrecy of ALL
of its data even as the number of uses of that data is increasing exponentially?

2.13 Attacks, Accidents, Acts of Nature Threaten Information Systems

Statement of the Issue. Security threats are posed by Attacks, Accidents and Acts of
Nature (AAA Risks). Security strategies that neglect one or more of these categories of
threat are less effective than those that are designed to address a wider variety of threats.

Explanation of Issue. Traditional cybersecurity education and practice that defended
data as “secrets,” focused on strategies to limit the impact of attacks, typically at the
expense of threats of accidents and acts of nature; both of which can also affect system
performance and security. AAA risks can also aggravate and compound each other, and
maintenance of secrecy can impede response to Accidents/Acts of Nature.

Example. Consider the challenges of accessing HIPAA protected (secret) medical
information to identify “at risk” victims following a hurricane (Act of Nature). Also,
lack of preparation for hurricanes is an accident that aggravates the hurricane’s harm.

Impact on Cybersecurity Analysis, Strategy and Education. Networked informa‐
tion systems can be impacted by multiple threats including Attacks, Accidents and Acts
of Nature (and combinations thereof). Cybersecurity strategies that ignore the direct and
aggravating consequences of Accidents and Acts of nature are vulnerable to risk. Cyber‐
security curriculum should include coverage of all sources of AAA risks.

3 Strategies and Solutions

This section explores some candidate strategies and solutions for improved cyberse‐
curity, operations and education in a post-secrecy world through a compound lens of
the 13 perspectives. For each of the 13 perspectives, this Sect. 3 will present:

1. A short statement of a proposed strategy/solution,
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2. A description of how that strategy can support cybersecurity beyond secrecy,
3. An example or illustration, and
4. Suggested actions cyber professionals/educators can take to engage with the issue.

3.1 Death of Secrecy

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Cultivate multiple distributed “Neighborhood Watches”
in each “cyber-risk-based community-of-interest.” Cybersecurity beyond secrecy
involves recruiting stakeholders to be part of the security solution through education
and appeals to their respective self-interest, starting with those distributed solutions that
can mitigate risks in ways that stakeholders cannot achieve unilaterally.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Security
beyond secrecy can be enhanced through shared standardized norms, rules and duties
that are broadly observed among human and organizational “nodes” in systems that
access data and make decisions which affect the performance of the system. Education
can spread these shared norms; and incentives and penalties can enforce them.

Example. Examples of security through operation of shared norms and rules includes
such common structures as traffic law, markets rules, and “neighborhood watch.”

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Reliable data use
begins at home. Cybersecurity professionals should work with contract officers to assure
that actual data flows to, from and within the organization are accurately reflected in
organization contracts, which map and enforce distributed data security. Citizen cyber‐
security education efforts can help to build the standard norms that can enable “neigh‐
borhood watch” to detect AAA risk.

3.2 Distributed Information Architectures Blind Hierarchical Organizations

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Apply distributed solutions to distributed problems.
Distributed security can be improved by creating norms and duties where the interactions
take place: the individual stakeholders. The distributed “duties” can be supported by
education, and by conditioning stakeholder’s rights on their duty conformance.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? For distrib‐
uted cybersecurity, we need to recruit the nodes. In a distributed system, communication
between nodes can travel myriad routes, and communications can encounter multiple
nodes, any one of which can potentially support or impede the communication. The
nodes need to support the network. For device nodes, the question is whether their
programming conforms to standard specifications. For people/institution nodes, the
question is whether their behavior conforms to rules, policies, and norms. Education is
key here, not just for cyber professionals, but also for cyber citizens.

Example. Website terms of service establish standard rules for users, who are inter‐
acting nodes in their system. Of course, there is no reason the data/identity space could
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not be self-regulated by a set of rules that are promulgated from the perspective of the
individual data subject (See “people as data producers” below). Credit card systems
achieve large scales by offering consumers the convenience and security of using credit
cards if they are willing to self-bind to the credit card rules. The distributed architecture
is based on an exchange of standard, structured promises relating to system operation.
This pre-conditions each of the nodes to act in accordance with standard roles that
increases reliability and performance in the system.

Suggestions of Actions That Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators Can Take
to Engage the Issue. Security strategies should include training and user engagement/
incentives for recruitment of system users into distributed “neighborhood watch” strat‐
egies for cybersecurity.

3.3 The Sovereignty of Complexity

Proposed Strategy/Solution. The best defense against complexity is joint action. The
variety of interactions into which socio-technical, distributed information networks are
enmeshed is intrinsically complex, giving rise to emergent, non-linear system behaviors.
Thus, catastrophic events from AAA threats should be anticipated in security planning
and curriculum. No organization has the resources to fully fund preparations for ALL
possible threats, so structures that enable cooperation among similarly-situated stake‐
holders should be pursued.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Complex
problems justify complex explanations and solutions. Systems with many interacting
variables display unpredictable behaviors, since it is mathematically intractable to
account for all of the variables. Information network technologies present myriad vari‐
ables. When people and institutions are added to “socio-technical” systems analysis, the
number of variables that can affect performance is overwhelming. Cybersecurity profes‐
sionals and their organizations should recognize that AAA threats will present them‐
selves in a non-linear (unpredictable) fashion, and also consider security solutions (like
insurance, indemnities, etc.) that can mitigate harms after the fact.

Example. Stakeholder actions to create and self-bind to behavioral standards (policies,
rules, etc.) can reduce the secondary complexity harms caused by lack of coordination,
i.e., resource pooling in disaster response, joint defense arrangements; and can spread
costs of risks, i.e., forming insurance pools among affected stakeholders.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Many cyberse‐
curity education programs are starting to emphasize “critical thinking skills” to prepare
their students for the unexpected. Cyber professionals and educators should (1) consider
chaos theory, and the “fractal” nature of risk and; (2) not assume only “normal” distri‐
butions to predict threats and vulnerabilities, but also assume non-linear system behav‐
iors; (3) consider strategies for non-zero-sum solutions to spread risk to affected stake‐
holders, and standards as a way of directly reducing complexity by decision. Unpack
complexity by separating first order risks from second order risks.
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3.4 Socio-Technical Systems Force Nontechnical Variables in System Design

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Secure system operation depends on hybrid “specifica‐
tions” for performance of both technology and people/institutions. Socio technical
systems are made reliable by tools AND rules. Tech conforms to standard specifications.
People conform to standard laws. “Tools and Rules” are documented in hybrid “Trust
Frameworks” that guide predictable performance in information networks.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Anything
that helps make people and institutions act more reliably in distributed information
networks will help enhance system reliability, a precursor to trusted systems.

Example. PCI-DSS is an example of a system that establishes tools and rules for reli‐
able people and technology. Online marketplaces are an example of how contract (TOU)
requirements affects the large-scale behavior of people and institutions.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Cybersecurity
professionals should (1) analyze their existing contracts to confirm that they establish
clear duties and rights that are consistent with actual performance expectations for their
information networks, (2) identify large-scale system terms that they might normatively
cross reference in their contracts, (3) use the CIAC “Atlas of Risk Maps [5] ” as a
checklist of non-technical elements to consider in security planning.

3.5 Information Democratization Collapses Scale, Alters Security Paradigms

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Tomorrow’s resilient and sustainable security solutions
will be attentive to and intentional about the scale at which they are deployed and the
scales at which they achieve impact, as well as deliberate about addressing the challenges
of organizing and operating scale-striding solutions. Fractal-based solutions that display
degrees of “scale independence” will prove effective.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? The democ‐
ratization of information access and expression collapsed scale with implications up and
down scaled systems. “Upwards” it enables individuals to access both global markets
and the eyes, ears, hearts and minds of people worldwide. The increasing intimacy of
computing devices and the crowded ranks of intermediaries offering online services)
also collapsed scale “downwards,” enabling unprecedented access by organizations to
the intimate details about individual the lives. These shifting boundaries of access and
insight are not yet reflected in updated institutional structures to reinforce their edges,
leading to significant anxiety among stakeholders about reliability. Cybersecurity
professionals should consider solutions that are attendant to the effects of actions taken
at one scale upon the performance of the system at other scales.

Example. Public health advisories illustrate scale-striding strategies. During flu season
they describe multi-level benefits of hand washing to: (1) provide better protection
against infection (individual level), (2) support “herd protection” across populations
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(group level), (3) reduce absenteeism at work (economic level), and (4) conform to
courtesy standards (social level). Similar programs can be imagined that advocate for
good “data hygiene” by noting the positive effects of individual action at multiple levels.
Consider structures that enhance cybersecurity by recruiting individuals to act in a
certain way to achieve collective benefit.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Awareness can
permit more intentional engagement to assure that actions (and reactions) at all relevant
system levels are recruited into support of a cybersecurity strategy. With incentives and
penalties to recruit stakeholder participation, distributed network scan support “neigh‐
borhood watch” among members of “communities of interest” convened around shared
interests to collectively address risks at multiple scales.

3.6 Data Is “Dual-Use” Technology

Proposed Strategy/Solution. The status of data as a “dual use” technology calls into
question security approaches based solely on constraint of data flow, limiting data avail‐
ability and fostering secrecy.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? To the
extent that data is made available for “good” uses, it is more exposed to bad uses. Also,
a use of data that is good for one party may be bad for another. Both need to be managed
rather than ignored. The value of data is in its use as information, so there is continuous
pressure to maximize that value and access and use data. Recognizing this pressure,
organizational cybersecurity strategies and education should consider approaches to
security that do not depend solely upon secrecy. Security controls that focus on
managing “use” of data, rather than mere “access” to data can enable flow for good use.
That flow of value creation in turn creates a community of interested stakeholders who
have a stake in preventing bad uses, and hence can comprise a “neighborhood watch”
to help curb “bad” data users.

Example. Pharmaceuticals and explosives are examples of dual use technologies that
have co-managed supply chains.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Cybersecurity
strategies and curriculum that focus on Tools and Rules solutions to measure and enable
audit and enforcement of shared rules for the “use” of data, will provide the most
effective guidance for building resilient future information network architectures. Also,
in light of the fact that the discernment of “good” from “bad” uses is bound to context
and subjective perspectives, training and education should emphasize exploration and
application of ethical and normative elements associated with cybersecurity.
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3.7 People Are “Data Producers”

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Security strategies and curriculum that promote the
institutionalization of the concept of “people as data producers” can help engender group
norms that support the organization of distributed security architectures for open
networks, such as “neighborhood watch” approaches.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Security
solutions that empower individuals to achieve their personal and professional goals will
recruit greater voluntary participation. Incentives for system-consistent behaviors and
accounting for value generation from data can yield greater interest in cultivating that
value. When stakeholders have something to lose, they are more enthusiastic about
defending against that loss.

Example. Civil cases brought by private parties under various securities and intellec‐
tual property laws depend on stakeholder diligence in detecting and enforcing rules. The
collection of diligent stakeholders in each market is a “neighborhood watch” for that
sector.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Security solu‐
tions and curriculum that can build and support systems to recruit stakeholder partici‐
pation by appealing to their enlightened self-interest can be resilient and scalable.

3.8 Big Data Insights Invert (and Re-invent!) Causation

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Cybersecurity professionals and educators should be
wary of the confusion of correlation and causation regarding information network
system Tools and Rules performance, but also remain open to treating statistical corre‐
lations as “red flags” for investigation. The scientific method and correlation-driven
analysis are complementary, if handled with intentionality.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? The Scien‐
tific method starts with a theory which is then tested, generating data that confirms or
falsifies the theory. The scientist had to understand the underlying mechanism (described
in the theory) to avoid confusing coincidental correlations with causal relationships.
Where correlation is confused with causation, efforts to control a system can go astray,
and resources can be wasted on false hopes of control. Correlations can, however,
provide evidence of causative relationships, and should not be ignored. Correlations can
be treated as “phenomenon” to be tested.

Example. The correlation-based advertising services of online social networks gener‐
ating billions of dollars in market value.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Security profes‐
sionals should attend to correlations with skepticism, but maintain a “diligent curiosity”
about whether there is a causal link underlying those statistical relationships and, if so,
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consider how it can inform effective cybersecurity policy. Security curriculum should
help train cyber professionals and citizens in critical thinking, providing tools to help
navigate a correlation-drenched world.

3.9 “Synthetic Intelligence” Is a Counterforce to AI

Proposed Strategy/Solution. AI and SI offer new tools to cybersecurity professionals,
and pose new threats to cybersecurity. AI and SI are artifacts of our quest for insight,
and will grow accordingly. SI may provide a mechanism for control over AI.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? AI describes
a variety of systems that have the potential to make inferences that can intrude on
secrecy. The desire for insight shared by individuals and institutions is driving our
collective development of AI systems. Efforts are underway to guide its development.

Example AI systems can perceive and analyze phenomena relevant to cybersecurity
practice that would elude the most seasoned veteran. SI systems can support emerging
“neighborhood watch” models of distributed security. SI systems can also manifest
sufficient capacity to provide humans with a potential curb on dangerous “positive feed‐
back loops” that could cause AI systems to disregard or exceed human controls.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Security profes‐
sionals, educators, and organizations should plan for AI and SI-driven systems to
generate increasingly independent behaviors and enhanced insight exceeding that of
human individuals and institutions. “Neighborhood Watch” models of cybersecurity
could morph into the SI-based cybersecurity systems of tomorrow.

3.10 The Internet Is a Privately-Owned/Operated Commercial Space

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Security professionals and educators should recognize
that networked information systems are mostly privately owned/operated, and owners
and operators will act predictably to maximize revenues.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Internet and
online services are mostly owned by commercial enterprises organized for profit.
Awareness provides a lens through which Internet activity can be seen as predictable.

Example. Brief reflection reveals how few non-commercial websites attract users.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Security benefits
from the predictable behaviors of system stakeholders. Commercial actors operate and
use services over networked information systems – reliably driven by monetary consid‐
erations. Awareness of this source of reliability can be helpful to designing, developing
and deploying cybersecurity solutions that are sustainable and resilient. Cybersecurity
professionals should remain aware of the budgetary constraints placed on commercial
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enterprises, recognizing that commercial actors will act to reduce costs, including
cybersecurity expenses, to the minimum necessary for compliance.

3.11 Data Is not Information

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Separating the concept of “data” from “information” is
consistent with both information theory and “big data” practice and it provides a
compartmentalization that allows cybersecurity to be more readily practiced and taught
in a post-secrecy world. Secrecy of data may be dead, but interdependent stakeholder
co-management of information remains viable in a post-secrecy world.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? The sepa‐
ration of data and information permits greater solution space in cybersecurity practice
and education. The separation enables different security architectures to be applied to
different asset classes, and invites consideration of alternative approaches to dealing
with different threats and vulnerabilities associated with each.

Example. See sniffles example in Sect. 2.11 above. A single element of data can be
used multiple times to “inform” different parties in different contexts.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Data and infor‐
mation should be separately managed in the security strategy of an organization and
separately explored in cybersecurity education. Conflation of the concepts leads to
sloppy planning and false sense of security. Awareness of the difference favors security
solutions that are able to preserve data’s leverage value, while affirmatively guiding its
application as information.

3.12 Power Laws in Bureaucracies Make Security-by- Secrecy Un-Economic

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Networked information systems depend upon and serve
populations of individuals and entities distributed at different scales of system operation.
The most effective cybersecurity solutions will inter-relate stakeholder requirements at
multiple system levels.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Networked
information systems are depended upon in nearly all domains of human endeavor:
becoming as complex as society itself and reflecting an evolving dynamic balance of
interests at multiple levels. Sensitivity to differences among stakeholder expectations,
needs, duties, rights, obligations at different levels is key to sustainable solutions.

Example. Orange alert systems provide authorities with the equivalent of “1000” eyes
to help catch fleeing felons.

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Cybersecurity
strategies and curriculum should invite consideration of costs and benefits of cyberse‐
curity strategies at multiple levels. Solutions that can maintain a balance of cost with
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benefit simultaneously at multiple system levels and among multiple groups of stake‐
holders interacting at each level will enjoy broader adoption and greater resiliency.

3.13 AAA Risks Threaten Information Systems

Proposed Strategy/Solution. Cybersecurity strategies and curriculum should address
all AAA threats: Attacks, Accidents, and Acts of Nature.

How Can Proposed Strategy Support Cybersecurity Beyond Secrecy? Secrecy
provided a relevant strategy in a cybersecurity world focused on “Attacks.” As secrecy
has diminished, cybersecurity has struggled to respond. Security solutions attentive to
the different threats, vulnerabilities, assets and risks associated with AAA–attacks, acci‐
dents and acts of nature–will be better to address multiple threats. In this new distributed
networked world, cybersecurity strategies based on “neighborhood watch” may be the
best alternative to offer effective protection. Secrecy can, in fact, be counterproductive
in mounting a security response directed to accidents and acts of nature, e.g., by limiting
access to needed records, and concealing helpful fixes for accidents.

Example. Following a disaster (Act of Nature), limitations on access (secrecy) under
HIPAA to medical records of victims could impede response and recovery

Suggested Actions for Cyber Professionals and Cyber Educators. Cybersecurity
professionals and educators should distinguish among the sources of threat in the AAA
categories and parse strategies with attention to different risk profile associated with
each different threat. These distinctions should be applied in cybersecurity decisions
from planning to response.

4 Conclusions

This paper asserts that the death of secrecy in networked information systems signals
fundamental changes in cybersecurity practice and education, both of which have long
been dependent on secrecy-based strategies. Secrecy is still useful in various forms, but
with every day’s news come fresh reports of secrecy failures. It is no longer prudent for
cyber security professionals to put all of their faith in secrecy as the dominant security
paradigm. This paper suggests 13 different paradoxical perspectives on Internet trends
that are artifacts or causes of the death of secrecy, and suggests that among those new
challenges are the seeds of new approaches and solutions for cybersecurity practice and
education.
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